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Equipment Rental Road Construction
B. L. STYER, J. K. BOWMAN, R. B. LIDELL,
ANDA. G. SCHOCH

D. N. MOCKLER, S. I. PETERSON,

In traditional public works contracts, a contractor is paid by
measured road construction quantities and is supplied with
detailed plans and specifications. However, equipment and
operator rental, in which the contractor is paid by the hour and
his construction is directed, could be a cost-effective alternative
to current methods of contracting road construction. In 1984,
certain roads in the Chequamegon National Forest were chosen
to be constructed by means of equipment rental contracts. In
order to compare cost efficiency, projects with comparable
design criteria and in similar terrain were constructed by means
of traditional public works contracts. Road construction was
completed in 1985 and the costs are analyzed in this paper.
Equipment rental was found to be more cost-effective than the
public works contracts in certain situations.

In October of 1984, a study was begun on the Chequamegon
and Allegheny National Forests to determine whether equipment and operator rental was more cost-effective than conventional public works contracts. Representatives of the
Monongahela National Forest also participated informally.
The concept of equipment and operator rental was developed
in an effort to eliminate both the over-engineering and unnecessarily high design standards of roads built in these national
forests. This over-design resulted partly from the perception of
roads on paper. It is simply human nature to design smooth,
straight roads when the vehicles could in fact handle sharper
curves, steeper grades, and generally rougher roads. Traditional
road surveying and design procedures and standards also
contributed to the over-design problem.
The concept of equipment rental is to pay the contractor by
the hour instead of by measured road construction quantities.
The amount of preliminary design is reduced because the road is
essentially designed as it is constructed by having an inspector
on site direct the contractor's operations. This method
minimizes the costs of survey, design, preparation of drawings
and specifications, and the administration of the contract.
The opportunity to direct operations also gives the designer,
or inspector, a better idea of what is needed. Solutions i.u
problems can be better determined as construction is observed
as opposed to trying to predict problem areas beforehand and
providing for worst-average conditions, which can lead to
over-design.
Jn this study, projects constructed by means of equipment
and operator rental were to be compared to traditional public
works projects with comparable design criteria and terrain. The
projects constructed in the Chequamegon National Forest are
specifically discussed in this paper.

Chequamegon National Forest, 1170 4th Ave. South, Park Falls, Wis.
54552.

PRECONSTRUCTION
When preparing for any construction project in the
Chequamegon National Forest, one of the first steps is for the
land manager and engineer to complete design criteria forms in
which the following nine criteria are addressed:
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Resource management objectives,
Environmental constraints,
Safety,
Physical environmental factors,
Traffic requirements,
Traffic service levels,
Vehicle characteristics,
Road users, and
Economics.

These design criteria sheets are completed to ensure that all
resource objectives are met in the design of the roads. The traffic
service level and road standard are also determined at this time.
Low-standard, low-volume roads, which are classified as
Service Level C or D, are good candidates for equipment rental
construction. Traffic service levels are explained in Table I.
The other criterion that should be used to determine candidates for equipment rental construction is the difficulty of
construction. If, for example, the road is in an area of steep
terrain in which precise grade and slope stakes should be set,
then a more complete design and survey should be performed. If
the project will involve a great deal of earthwork, the development of a design with balance points would probably be more
economical than designing the road as it is constructed. Areas in
which survey and design could be kept to a minimum are good
candidates for equipment rental construction.
Once it is decided to proceed with equipment rental construction, only a minimum amount of survey and design is needed,
which is one way costs are reduced on equipment rental
projects. Surveys traditionally include traverse, profiles, and
cross sections. Designs usually include calculated earthwork
quamilies and fuii pian and profile drawings to ensure that the
contractor will construct the standard of road needed. On the
equipment rental project , however, the extent ol the survey
include nagging center line and clearing limits; in areas of large
cuts or fills clinometer and hand level reading can be recorded
for rough estimates of earthwork quantities. Equipment hours
can then be approximated from the rough estimates of quantities
to provide a construction guide for the inspector who will direct
the project.
Plans are kept simple and concise. They usually include
project approvals, location maps, standard drawings of typical
sections, and a brief summary sheet taken from the reconnaissance notes that approximates the locations of culverts and
fabric mats, among other things. The inspector also uses the
completed design criteria form as a guide to ensure that all nine
criteria are met during construction.
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TABLE 1

TRAFFIC SERVICE LEVELS
Service Level C

Service Level D

Interrupted by limited passing
facilities, or slowed by the road
condition.

Flow is slow or may be blocked by
an activity. Two-way traffic is
difficult and may require backing
to pass.

Erratic; frequently controlled as
the capacity is reached.

Intermittent and usually controlled.
Volume is limited to that associated
with the single purpose.

Controlled mix, accommodates all
vehicle types including the critical
vehicle. Some use may be controlled
to minimize conflicts between
vehicle types.

Single use; not designed for mixed
traffic. Some vehicles may not be
able to negotiate. Concurrent use
between commercial and other traffic
is restricted.

Critical
Vehicle

Special provisions may be needed.
Some vehicles will have difficulty
negotiating some segments.

Some vehicles may not be able to
negotiate. Loads may have to be
off-loaded and walked in.

Safety

Most protection is provided by
traffic management.

The need for protection is minimized
by low speeds and strict traffic
controls.

Traffic
Management

Traffic controls are frequently
needed during periods of high use
by the dominant resource activity.

Used to discourage or prohibit
traffic other than that associated
with the single purpose.

Not important; efficiency of travel
may be traded for lower construction
costs.

Not considered.

User Costs

Alignment

Generally dictated by topographic
features and environmental factors.
Design speeds are generally low.

Dictated by topography,
environmental factors, and the
design and critical vehicle
limitations. Speed is not important.

May not be stable under all traffic
or weather conditions during the
normal use season. Surface rutting,
roughness, and dust may be present,
but controlled for environmental or
investment protection.

Rough and irregular. Travel with
low clearance vehicles is difficult.
Stable during dry conditions.
Rutting and dusting controlled only
for soil and water protection.

Flow

Volumes

Vehicle Types

Road Surface

Source: Forest Service Manual 7709 ,56, section 4. 1, page 5.

Equipment and operators for the first equipment rental
projects in 1985 were selected by Forest Service personnel
because they were knowledgeable of the contractor's equipment
and the specific project needs. The payment was set up as a
purchase order and an agreement discussing liability was
signed.
Beginning in 1986, equipment rental contracts were awarded
to the lowest bidder if the contractor's equipment met the
specifications outlined by the Forest Service. The contract al o
included specifications on liability, equipment repair, mainte~
nance, and person,nel qualifications.
A breakdown of costs for the 1985 equipment rental projects
compared to public works projects is shown in Tables 2 and 3
and in Figures 1 and 2.

COST ANALYSIS
In order to evaluate construction cost savings, it was essential to
compare the costs of similar standard roads. Forest Road
# l 32T, which was constructed by rented equipment, and Forest

Road# l 32E, which was constructed by means of a public works
contract, are excellent roads to compare, as shown in Table 2
and Figure 1. In this comparison, equipment rental offered a
30 percent savings over the public works contract. Both roads
were newly constructed through relatively flat, wet terrain.
Both jobs required the installation of culverts, surfacing, and a
minimum amount of earthwork. When comparing road construction costs, quantities were estimated for the equipment rental
project and compared to the unit bid prices from the public
works contract. Savings resulted in the areas of survey, design,
and road construction, which was expected. However, the
equipment rental contract also showed savings in inspection
costs. This is generally not the case. In this particular instance,
the construction inspector had another job in the vicinity. He
split his time between both jobs and still efficiently directed the
work.
When comparing Forest Road #239, which was constructed
by rented equipment, and Forest Road # 198, which was
constructed by means of a public works contract, equipment
rental offered an 11 percent savings over the public works
contract, as shown in Table 3 ~nd Figure 2. The 11 percent
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TABLE 2 COST ANALYSIS OF FOREST ROAD #l32T AND
FOREST ROAD #l32E
Forest Road #I 32T-Equipment Rental With Operator Contract
(0.62 Mi New Construction)
Preconstruction
Location and plans
Survey (cleHring limits flagged)
Package and cost estimate

Costs($)

Cost per Mi($)

123.47
69.82
153.10

199.15
112.61
246.94

TABLE 3 COST ANALYSIS OF FOREST ROAD# 239 AND
FOREST ROAD #198
Forest Road 11239-Equipment Rental With Operator Contract
(0.23 mi of Reconstruction and Relocation)•
Costs

Preco11sl1 ucliun

Costs($)

Location and plans
Survey (clearing limits flagged)
Package and cost estimate

Construction

Cost per Mi ($)

61.24
64.74
143.08

266.26
281.48
622.09

Inspection
Road construction

330.95
8,244.18

553.79
13,297.06

Construction

Total

8,921.52

14,409.55

Inspection
Road construction

808.97
5,380.00

3,517.24
23,391.30

Total

6,458.03

28,078.37

Forest Road# I 32E-Public Works Contract
(0.44 mi New Construction)
Preconstruction
Location and plans
Survey
Design (package and cost estimate)

Costs
154.73
552.24
187.20

Cost per Mi($)
351.66
1,255.09
425.45

Forest Road 11198 - Public Works Contract (072 mi· of Reconstruction
and Relocation To Eliminate Unsafe Sharp Curve)
Costs

Preconstruction

Construction
Inspection
Road construction

526.11
7,630.25

1,195.70
17 ,341.48

Location and plans
Survey
Design (package and cost estimate)

Total

9,050.53

20,569.38

Construction

Costs($)

Cost per Mi($)

153.68
915.60
398.06

213.44
1,271.67
552.86

Total Percent of Savings= 30

Inspection
Road construction

953.74
20,316.71

1,324.64
28,217.65

savings was lower than expected, which can be attributed to the
fact that it was a poor comparison. ln fact, Forest Road #239
may be too high a tandard road for eq uipment rental
construction to be effective. Forest Road 11239 is a two-lane
collector road in which the relocation involved a deep, 15- to
20-ft cut with excavation carried forward and back. Forest
Road It 198 was a high standard relocation project but the cut
and fill sections did not involve large quantities of material.
Forest Road# 198 was also surfaced with crushed aggregate and
culverts were installed , which was not done on Forest Road
#239.
The only costs that were com para bl were clearing, grubbing,
and excavation costs. The road con truction costs were
compared in the same manner as Forest Roads #132T and
# J32E in that estimated quantities from the equipment rental
projecl were compared to unit bid prices on the public works
job.
he greatest overall avings in the equipment rental projects
were in con. I ruction co ts. T he e savings primarily resulted
from not paying Davis-Bacon wage rates and from the government a sumi ng a greater risk for minor, unforeseen work and
delays.

Total

22,737.79

3 I ,580.26

Total Percent of Savings= 11 percent
•Relocation rolls over a sand hill through a deep cut
eliminating a sharp loop.

Liability
Liability for loss, damage, or destruction of the contractor's
equipment is covered in special contract specifications in the
equipment rental contracts performed in the hequamegon
National Fore l. The specifications state that the government
shall be liable only wht:n ioss, damage, or destruction results
from neglect or wrongful act(s) of government employee(s)
while ucting within the scope uf their employment.
The government is not liable for injuries or accidents to
operators because equipment rental is a service contract or a
non personal contract. If, for example, the inspector were to tell
the operator when to take coffee breaks, when lo rep rt to
work, how to move the blade on the dozer, and when to back
up, this would constitute a personal contract in which the
government would be liable for injuries. H wever, in reality the
inspector is directing actions rather than . upervising people.

CONCLUSIONS
Davis-Bacon
The use of rented equipment has raised several issues and
concerns within the Forest Service that are addressed in the
following paragraphs.

Equipment rental contracts are not subject to Davis-Bacon
according to a comptroller general decision, B-6009, in which
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TABLE 4

COST ANALYSIS OF OTHER FORESTS

Allegheny National Forest

% Savings

Equipment Rental

Public Works

Road No.

Total Cost per Mi($)

Road No.

Total Cost per Mi($)

256-256A
136
552-552A
Average

11,123
28,937
11 ,513
17,191

221
226
341

26,640
35,945
27,465
30,017

42.7

Monongahela National Forest
250
882
Average

16,473a
18,811 a
17,130a

916
779
39.0

23,161 a
33,0IOa
28,085a

aDirect construction costs, does not include engineering costs

the Bonneville Power Administration project upheld this
position.

Risk

In an equipment rental contract, the contractor is paid at his bid
price per hour of work no matter how long weather or
unforeseen conditions delay the project. This leads to additional
cost savings when the contractor does not have to allow for
these risks in his bid. In a public works contract, the contractor
generally adds as much as IO to 20 percent to the price to allow
for risks. In equipment rental projects, the government is
assuming the risks involved. If problems do arise in an
equipment rental project, then some of the potential savings
may have to be sacrificed. However, public works projects
typically contain a contract clause, "differing site conditions,"
in which the government assumes risks under certain conditions
anyway.

Qualifications

Unqualified or incompetent operators could cause administrative problems as well as increase the total time needed to

accomplish the task. To avoid this problem, personnel qualifications are contained in the equipment rental specifications,
including the right to replace incompetent or careless operators.
The contract specifications also state that nonproductive
time such aS'service time, repair time, or time lost due to lack of
operating supplies, lack of qualified operators, or delays
resulting from the contractor's negligence shall not be paid for.
A brief summary of equipment rental and public works road
construction costs for the Allegheny and Monongahela National
Forests is shown in Table 4. As shown, equipment rental offers
an average of 40 percent savings in costs over public works
construction . Equipment rental is generally cost-effective compared to conventional public works contracting. However,
equipment rental is only applicable to low-standard, lowvolume roads for which no extensive survey and design an:
necessary. Equipment rental construction should not replace
public works construction altogether, but it should be kept in
mind as a useful tool and a cost-effective alternative.

